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Term Ahead: January 2023 - Primary 4  

Dear Families, 

How fabulous it was to see all the children back after the holiday – despite a bit of tiredness and sniffles they 

have all shown enthusiasm and energy! Remember to check Twitter using #BalgreenP4a, #BalgreenP4b! 

Literacy and English 

• We continue to promote reading, novels in 

the main, as a pleasurable way to spend time. Our 

focus is reading with good expression, using 

punctuation, to show our understanding of ideas. 

• Aside from our mini-focus on Scots’ poetry 

we will be reading an abridged version of Oliver 

Twist by Charles Dickens. As this is such a rich text 

with vibrant characters we will be collecting ideas 

for characterisation in our own story writing. We’ll 

also look at instructions and how their layout and 

vocabulary help the reader. 

• Grammar will focus on commas in a list, 

precise verbs eg slice or dice instead of cut, speech 

marks and adverbs ending in -ly.  The weekly spelling 

words are on page 2. Clear, legible handwriting will 

be revised so children can feel pride in presentation. 

  

Children should spend 15 minutes reading 

independently each day at home either 

independently or with an adult. 

Checking knowledge of sounds and rules from the 

spelling lists can be verbal and/or written. 

Numeracy and Mathematics 

• In numeracy, we are moving from addition 

to subtraction, using a variety of strategies, 

culminating in the traditional written column 

method. We will also begin fractions. We shall 

begin by ordering fractions, whilst using our times 

tables knowledge to divide into fraction amounts 

eg 3x table to find thirds. 

• For maths, we are learning about 12 and 24 

hour clock, revising ¼ to, ½ past on an analogue 

and digital clock and moving on to ¼ to.  

• P4 children will also be converting pence to 

pounds eg 50p to £0.50; finding change from £1 - 

£10.  

• They’ll read a range of charts and diagrams 

such as bar graphs, tally charts and pie charts. 

 

Supporting children in their understanding of the 

sizes of fractions through sharing items or cutting 

things up, would also be a great way to help them. 

Daily support at home with telling the time and 

knowing the time is invaluable. 

Learning Across the Curriculum 

Across the curriculum our learning will take in sound 

and how it is heard and created; electricity – where 

it is, where it comes from and simple circuits; maps – 

using keys, every day landmarks, where we live and 

where we come from; and simple orienteering; 

music – singing with expression – Scots’ songs and 

songs from Oliver!, exploring pulse and metre.  

 

Health and wellbeing lessons will look at family make 

up; feelings and safety; similarity, diversity and 

respect; and keeping clean, with emphasis on teeth. 

In addition to PE lessons with Mr Murray, P4 children 

will have their first block of swimming lessons at Dalry 

pool – further information will be sent. 

The Zones of Regulation programme will continue to 

be used throughout the year. Feedback has been 

that they are being used at home too - fabulous! 

 

We are continuing with the environmental 

challenges to complete our silver RSPB Award. Many 

thanks for your support in sourcing and sending in 

materials for our projects. Thanks in advance too! 

Administration 

P.E: will take place every Monday(P4b)/Friday(P4a) 

with our PE specialist Mr Murray. Kit must be worn to 

school. 

Outdoor Learning: will take place every 

Tuesday(P4a)/Thursday(P4b) in our woods. Children 

MUST come to school in appropriate clothing with 

waterproof coats and footwear. Please send in a 

change of socks, shoes, possibly bottoms and a 

hand towel – the rain and cold does not put us off! 

Additional Support for Learning:   

If your child is being supported by a breakout 

group of any kind you will be informed.  

If your child comes home with a reading book, 

please ensure it is sent in each day. 

Additional events 

Scots’ poetry recitals – all children to take part in 

class, some to take part in a competition.  

Swimming – P4b Jan 19 – Feb 23, P4a Mar 2 – 30 

Home Learning 

The Home Learning wall is also being sent out via 

email – look out for it! We love seeing and sharing 

their work so please send it in or email it to us! 

Please do not hesitate to contact us through the school office if you have a query. 

 

Catherine Hinchcliffe and Jo Murray P4a & Rachel Wyllie P4b 

 



 

 


